• Semi Detatched
• 3 bedrooms
• Bright living room
• Modern kitchen
• Master bedroom with en suite
• Garden with patio
• Low maintenance off street parking
• Central village location
• Walking distance to train station

9 Low Hall Close, Ilkley LS29 6JT
£259,000

1 South View, Menston, Ilkley, West Yorkshire, LS29 6JX
Tel: 01943 660 494
enquiries@ribstonpippin.co.uk
ribstonpippin.co.uk

Set behind a contemporary, low maintenance, front garden,
with a generous driveway, immediately you can see how well
maintained this property is.
An entrance hall greets you with the lounge immediately to
your right. Into the lounge what a wonderful space, filled with
light completed by the neutral decoration, comfy carpet
underfoot and a cosy central gas fire.
Off to the left of the hallway is the breakfast kitchen, fully fitted
with integrated appliances, and its layout makes it very
practical for the cook of the house! There is certainly space
for a table and chairs and the handy understairs pantry is the
ideal spot for storing vacuum cleaners, ironing board etc.
Also, on the ground floor is a very practical separate
cloakroom and bathroom, all again impeccably fitted and
maintained.
Upstairs to the first floor there are three bedrooms and an
ensuite shower room. The master bedroom to the front of the
property is delightful with its ensuite, and built in wardrobes, it
provides a bit of luxury- what a pleasant space to relax at the
end of the day.
The other two bedrooms are also good sizes, clean and
recently decorated, you just need to unpack your suitcases
and move straight in!
The garden to the rear of this property is really superb private
and safe as it is fenced all the way round. The lawn has been
laid with artificial turf-very practical. The patio area is perfect
for enjoying a barbecue, glass of wine or cup of tea whilst
enjoying a spot of sunshine.
This property is likely to appeal to many, a first time
purchase; perfect for a family, or perhaps a
downsize- the choice is yours

